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Outline
¤ Challenges faced by cropping systems to meet
bioeconomy objectives;
¤ Innovations in cropping systems induced by bioeconomy;
¤ Co-design of crops, cropping systems and value chains;
¤ Role of crop diversiﬁcation to help support bioeconomy;
¤ Institutional framework to accompany the development
of a bio-based sustainable agriculture.

Bioeconomy
« Produc)on and extrac)on of renewable biological resources (known
as 'biomass’) and their conversion into food and feed; bio-based
products (such as )mber, ﬁbre, chemicals or bioplas)cs) and bioenergy
(for instance through ﬁrewood, biofuels or biogas) »
EU strategy on bioeconomy, 2012
« Recycling loops et
recondi)onning loop »
« Factor four: doubling wealth,
halving ressource use »

Challenges
¤ Higher diversity of raw materials, co-products, sub-products and processed
products to meet the needs of bioeconomy (food, feed, energy, chemicals);
¤ Competitiveness all along the value chain;
¤ Coupling with other farming systems (e.g., animal production);
¤ Use/recycling of co-products, sub-products, residues and wastes;
¤ Reduction of GHG emissions, pesticide use, water and energy along the
value chains;
¤ Delivery of ecosystem services beyond those related to production;
¤ More biomass needs to be produced per land unit.

Challenges
¤ Conventional intensiﬁcation of cropping systems is not sustainable anymore
Ø Biological regulations and substitution of bio-based inputs to non-renewable
inputs

¤ Go far beyond the trade-oﬀ between biomass/yield and environmental
impacts.

(Jacquet, Butault & Guichard, 2016)
à Redesign
à Bio
Ecophyto R&D

Challenges
¤ Crops and their characteristics cannot be driven only by their direct and main
uses;
¤ Food ﬁrst: avoid competition with food / use marginal land;
¤ Scarcity of resources and recycling of non-renewable resources (water,
phosphorus, energy)
¤ Sustainability and ecosystem services delivered by cropping systems depend
on scales;
¤ Spatial arrangement of cropping systems and their articulation with supply
chains aﬀect the overall sustainability;
¤ Flexibility/robustness/adaptation to external drivers (markets, climate change).

Innova)ons
¤ Technological innovations
¤ Plant biotechnology
¤ Fractionation
¤ Plant microbiome
¤ Bio-based products as inputs

¤ Organisational innovations
¤ Landscape management of biological regulation
¤ Recycling wastes
¤ Contract along supply chains

¤ Institutional innovations
¤ Co-innovation and multi-actor approach
¤ Agricultural policies

Innova)ons
¤ Domestication of novel
crops vs modiﬁcation
of major crops?
¤ Performances of crops;
¤ Balance of nonrenewable resources
¤ Ability to support
sustainable cropping
systems

(Gabrielle et al., 2014)
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Co-design
Optimize cropping systems/value chains,
not individual crop/supply chain!

àMulPcriteria assessment is crucial

Co-design
¤ Appraise performances of cropping systems taking into account a wide
range of criteria;
¤ Acknowledge the trade-oﬀ between criteria (no optimal solution)
¤ Account for actors’ preferences associated to sustainability criteria;
¤ Consider that performances are context-dependent;
¤ Account for scaling-up eﬀects;
¤ Be able to assess sustainability under future scenarios
TOWARDS A MULTI-CRITERIA MODEL FOR EX-ANTE
SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT
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Co-design

à Multi-actor and context-dependent co-design

(Pelzer et al., 2012)

Co-design
Iterative design and ex ante assessment of cropping systems
including energy crops in the Dijon plain (France)
Miscanthus x
giganteus
15 years

Indicators
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GHG net emissions
(GHG)

kg CO2 eq. ha-1
year-1

-128

2682

TFI

no unit

0.4

6.6

Nitrate losses

mg NO3- l-1
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8

28

Semi-net margin (SNM)

€ ha-1

927

1327
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no unit

77

10
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Crop diversiﬁca)on
Crop diversiﬁca)on is a major lever for bioeconomy
Crop
rotaPon

à Growing diﬀerent crop species on the same land
in successive growing seasons
within a growing season
in proximity in the same ﬁeld

mulPple cropping

Intercropping
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Photo WUR
Photo WUR
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Crop diversiﬁca)on
¤ Diversiﬁcation of sources of raw
materials for bio-based products;
¤ Combination of food and energy crops;
¤ Intensiﬁcation of production through
multiple cropping and intercropping;
¤ Reduction of energy costs and inputs
(e.g., grain legumes);
¤ Reduce pest pressure at landscape level.

(Bedoussac et al.,
2015)
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•

J.M. Meynard, A. Messéan, A. Charlier, F. Charrier, M. Farès, M. Le Bail, M.B. Magrini, I.
Savini, 2013. Crop diversification: obstacles and levers Study of farms and supply chains.
Synopsis of the study report, INRA, 52 p.

Barriers
Crop management

Less genePc progress for minor crops,
lack of crop protecPon soluPons

Upstream
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Carry-over eﬀects not considered,technical
knowledge, risk aversion (learning phase)
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More complex logisPcs/scale
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Higher transacPon costs for minor
crops, standardized processes

Downstream
(Meynard et al, 2013)
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“New” (cover) crops
New cultivars
“New” combinations
• Time, space, genes
“New” mechanization

Technological innovaPon

Transi)on

(Geels & Schot, 2007)

Challenges for R&D
¤ Co-design/co-evolution of plant characteristics, cropping systems
and value chain;
¤ Multi-actor approach at territory level;
¤ Multicriteria assessment at farm, supply chain and territory;
¤ Robustness/resilience of cropping systems;
¤ Evolution of socio-technical systems (agricultural policy,
regulation, education, research).

H2020 RUR-06 – DiverIMPACTS (2017-2022)
Diversiﬁcation through Rotation, Intercropping, Multiple
Cropping, Promoted with Actors and Value Chains towards
Sustainability

¤ To demonstrate beneﬁts of crop diversiﬁcation at farm, value chain and
territory levels for food, feed, industrial and energy markets;
¤ To co-design technical and organisational innovations to stimulate crop
diversiﬁcation and co-learning (multi-actor approach);
¤ To remove barriers and promote enablers to crop diversiﬁcation at farm,
value chain and territory levels;
¤ To develop comprehensive and long-term strategies and tools to sustain
crop diversiﬁcation.

Champagne case study
Industrial crops closely linked
with local industrial sites
(milling, sugar refinery and
distillery, malting industry…)

Ø Legumes as cover crops in intercrop period;
Ø Harvest biomass from cover crops for energy;
Ø Intercropping(winter peas and barley);
Ø Expanding market crops (ﬁber hemp).
Ø Introduction of low input crops (sunﬂower).

4 crops > 70% of agricultural field crop area
Spring
barley

Winter wheat
Rapeseed

Sugar beet
+ potato, alfalfa

Souﬄet
malPng plant

Cristal Union sugar
beet disPllery

Bazancourt
Cristal Union
sugar reﬁnery

Conclusion
¤ Cropping systems are facing big challenges to meet bioeconomy
objectives;
¤ Crops and their characteristics need to be diversiﬁed;
¤ A new framework in which crops, cropping systems and value
chains are co-designed should be promoted;
¤ Crop diversiﬁcation is a major pillar to help support bioeconomy;
¤ The socio-technical regime at large must evolve to foster the
development of a bio-based sustainable agriculture.

Priority research
¤ Priority research needs for the next 10 years
Ø Diversiﬁcation of crops and competitiveness of « minor » crops;
Ø Decipher their ability to optimize the bioeconomy (carry-over eﬀects)
Ø Modelling agroecosystems/supply chains and their performances at
territorial level;
Ø Organisational/institutional innovations;
¤ Tools for research and development
Ø Multicriteria, multi-actor and multiscale assessment tools
Ø Co-design and learning-for-innovation platforms
¤ Partnerships
Ø 02Link up and coordinate all actors along value chains
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